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Abstract- Networked control systems are increasingly vulnerable to cyber assaults from other countries because of 

the close relationship between information technology and operational technology. Due to the present usage of 

networked control systems in critical infrastructures, industrial cyber security is an important issue. This article first 

examines the uncontrolled cyber dangers and classified attack characteristics, and then outlines the inherent 

weaknesses in present networked control systems and the innovative security issues in the future Industrial Internet 

by comparing them to standard IT systems. A few typical security mechanisms that have been effectively deployed 

in today's industrial control systems are then shown in order to overcome partial weaknesses. These mechanisms 

first enhance classic IT defence technologies from the standpoint of industrial availability. Finally, it is suggested 

that emerging industrial information technologies be combined with a number of popular security views that 

sufficiently satisfy the demands of industrial network topologies and service features. For both academics and 

industry, we want to present some useful security principles, and hope that our insights will assist to enhance 

industrial cyber security. 

  

Keywords—industrial cyber threats; industrial characteristics; vulnerabilities; security mechanisms and viewpoints.    
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 At present, Networked Control Systems have been effectively and extensively deployed in many critical 

infrastructures, including electric power stations, metallurgical and petrochemical industries, transportation systems, 

nuclear facilities, etc [1]. As a strategic industry, they have a significant impact on the national economy and social 

development. When it comes to automated management, process control, data acquisition and monitoring, and other 

types of industrial activities like those described in [1], industrial Ethernets and fieldbus networks are frequently 

used to connect various types of networked control systems such as DCS (Distributed Control Systems), SCADA 

(Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition), and PLCs. We've already been through three industrial revolutions, 

and now we're in the midst of a fourth, in which new information communication technology and advanced 

manufacturing are becoming even more intertwined. The original ICSs (Industrial Control Systems) are self-

contained and self-determining, and they always provide closed-loop control and feedback [2–3]. However, the 

"isolated information island" has been gradually broken by the deep integration of IT (Information Technology) and 

OT (Operational Technology). Furthermore, new strategies like the Industrial Internet and Industry 4.0 have been 

widely adopted in order to maximise resource utilisation and production efficiency. As part of these strategies, all 

emphasise the industrial application of emerging information technologies (Artificial Intelligence [7], Big Data [8], 

Internet of Things [9], Edge Computing [7, 10], etc.). The positive effects of these technologies have led to an 

increase in international cyber attacks on networked control systems [4, 11, 14]. There has been a steady rise in the 

number of industrial cyberattacks and intrusions since Stuxnet was discovered in 2010. According to the annual ICS 

vulnerability reports of well-known industrial cybersecurity firms "Positive Technologies" and "Dragos," the 

number of new vulnerabilities in ICS components increased by 30% from 2017 to 2018 [16], and a total of 438 ICS 

vulnerabilities were identified in 2019 [17], with more than 25% of advisories having no available patch. Most 

businesses (66 percent) believe that targeted attacks and APTs pose a major threat in the area of OT/ICS 

cybersecurity because of their potential impact on these businesses [19]. The sophisticated techniques used by APTs 

to conceal their activities make it difficult to detect and defend against targeted multi-step attacks that take 

advantage of zero-day vulnerabilities [20]. Experienced engineers have traditionally focused on process safety, 

which has the primary goal of providing the ability to avoid risk and treat random or independent faults [3, 21]. 

Process safety mechanisms, on the other hand, are powerless in the face of malicious cyber attacks on networked 

control systems. In addition, typical IT security methods cannot be effectively deployed in ICSs without adjustment 

due to the industry-oriented communication protocols or the unique qualities [22–25]. The existing design of 

networked control systems may be classified into three sections without consideration to the corporate network [26–
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28]. the bottom physical infrastructure includes various field devices (sensors, actuators, etc.), while the middle 

supervisory control network includes critical servers and workstations that perform process control and real-time 

data collection from programmable controllers; the upper process management area includes some HMI clients or 

their OPC cliens (HMI client, OPC clien) that monitor and control the programmable controllers; and in the lower 

physical infrastructure, the programmable controllers (PLCs, DCS controllers, etc.) Furthermore, the topologies of 

networked control systems tend to be fixed, and distinct industrial communication protocols are used as the means 

of interfacing between different regions. A hacker's invasion has been made much easier by the increased 

connection and the defined protocols since this architecture was not created with security in mind [26, 28]. To 

understand how networked control systems vary from standard IT systems, we first look at their extrinsic and 

internal cyber dangers, which we explore in this study. Here, we describe a few of the most common networked 

control systems' security measures. 

Other advantages include the incorporation of industrial equipment and networks, which reduces the impact of 

conventional connatural vulnerabilities on these systems' security postures. There are many prominent security 

perspectives that may be utilised and developed to assure the stability and dependability of the Industrial Internet, 

and these viewpoints correctly include unique security methods into the expanding industrial information 

technology. The following are the paper's most significant contributions: After describing the unique characteristics 

of networked control systems (including IT systems and aspects of the future Industrial Internet), we explore the 

inherent weaknesses of networked control systems and new security difficulties based on diverse security concerns. 

we offer a few examples of security mechanisms that were initially designed to increase the availability of standard 

IT defence systems, and examine their benefits and shortcomings to recommend improvement solutions; we give 

some prominent security perspectives that may be challenged to fulfil the stipulated needs of interconnection, 

interoperability and internetworking, and these viewpoints may offer matchless brightness to defend the Industrial 

Internet. " Following the contributions of the above authors, our main goal is to focus on the following three areas: 

This paper begins by summarising the various attacks on networked control systems, and then presents three 

possible cyber security challenges based on the new features of Industrial Internet. We hope that these challenges 

will become one of the most important concerns in industrial cyber vulnerabilities. This section provides an in-depth 

discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of various security mechanisms that are commonly used in 

networked control systems today; we hope that this will help point out a direction for further research and 

improvement. Finally, we present several popular security viewpoints that have already been explored by some 

researchers, and we hope that they will lead to new opportunities or breakthroughs for industrial cyber security 

research. Here are the remainder of the sections: Networked control systems are summarised in Section II. A number 

of devastating industrial cyber threats have surfaced in recent years, and in Section III, we examine the inherent 

vulnerabilities of networked control systems and the emerging security challenges of the Industrial Internet. There 

are many sample security approaches in use today in networked control systems that are discussed in Section IV. We 

also cover a number of well-known security views in Section V, which may be used to establish and secure the 

Industrial Internet. Section VI concludes this study with some last thoughts. 

 
II. INDUSTRIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS 

 

 Networked control systems have rapidly evolved and combined the applications of computer, automated 

controlling, communication, and diagnostic technologies to satisfy the large-scale needs of contemporary industrial 

automation. Industrial Ethernet, the CAN bus network, the industrial wireless network, and other communication 

networks are common examples of networked control systems that form a multi-layered structure. Devices in the 

same or different layers can be connected to one another via any of these networks. Industry-oriented 

software/hardware platforms and industrial communication networks might be considered two components of 

networked control systems' industrial features even if common IT services aren't taken into account. In the first 

element, the industry-oriented software/hardware platforms are constructed on proprietary hardware modules, 

operating systems and application components. There are several embedded real-time operating systems for PLCs, 

such as VxWorks and _CLinux, which are very dependable logic control programmes with self-diagnostic 

capabilities.  If you're looking for a fast response and minimal network failures, you'll always find that industrial 

communication networks, such as supervisory control networks, employ the specific industrial communication 

protocols. Researchers in both academia and business have looked at the contrasts between networked control 

systems and standard IT systems as a way to explain industrial features [1, 21]. Originally, networked control 

systems were thought of as a single, isolated system that used specific control protocols, software, and hardware, 
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which set them apart from typical IT systems. As a result, the architecture and design of networked control systems 

have begun to mirror those of conventional IT systems as a result of the widespread use of information 

communication technology (ICT) in the workplace. Even yet, networked control systems still have important 

properties separated from typical IT systems. Networked control systems prioritise high availability and real-time 

characteristics above secrecy, whereas IT systems prioritise confidentiality. Networked control systems vary greatly 

from standard IT systems as seen in Table 1. However, despite the fact that these distinctions couldn't cover all 

potential scenarios, the distinctive properties of networked control systems may be expressed via these differences. 

It is also likely that these variances represent the unique vulnerabilities of networked control systems and produce 

some potential conflicts with typical IT security procedures. An example of this new industrial modality is the 

Industrial Internet, which represents the future of intelligent manufacturing and may help assist the growth of 

intelligent industries. First, the integration of IT and OT may transform human-centric features in traditional IT 

systems to the device-centric features in the Industrial Internet; secondly, dynamic allocation of service networks 

can transform a series of novel characteristics that can be summarized as follows: 

 
Fig.1 main differences between current networked control systems and traditional IT systems 

III. CYBER THREAT AND VULNERABILITY IN CURRENT NETWORKED CONTROL 

SYSTEMS 

 Industrial cyber security is experiencing serious issues as more and more information and communication 

technology (ICT) is used in the manufacturing sector. There have been several examples of industrial security events 

that have had a negative societal effect and a significant economic cost, as seen in Figure 1. In a nutshell, there are 

two key causes for this: inherent system flaws and uncontrolled cyber attacks. Another way to look at it is that the 

internal system flaws and the external enemy incursions are both examples of system weaknesses. In order to be 

considered one of the biggest risks, the targeted attack [21] must meet the following criteria. There must be flaws in 

the system for attackers to take advantage of, on the other hand. However, in order to reach the target, the assaulting 

route must be effectively built. Integrity, confidentiality, availability and authentication are among the most 

important aspects of cyber security. For the harmful attackers, their major objective is to destroy these cyber security 

qualities by employing numerous advanced information technologies. Actually, present cyber risks in ICSs have 

evolved with the trend of multilateral directions and ranks, and they are barely detected and preventive. According 

to diverse attack aims, the assaults in networked control systems can be loosely grouped into five sorts, including 

Denial of Service type, protocol exploitation type, control seizing type, information collecting and destroying type 

and forgery spoofing type. Table 2 covers the full attack categorization in networked control systems, and discusses 

the relevant attack features and samples. Industrial security events like the ones listed above demonstrate a wide 

range of attack methods in action. For example, Stuxnet leverages the zero-day hole in WinCC software to capture 

its control, then accumulates the PLC’s information to fabricate hostile control orders. Furthermore, we do not 

categorise APTs since a large number of well-coordinated attackers consistently compromises the targeted network 

or system for an extended period of time . To be more specific, the six phases of a general APT are as follows: 

intelligence collection; point of entry; command and control communication; lateral movement and persistence; 
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asset/data finding; and data exfiltration. Several small strikes from Table 2 may be used in each phase to generate an 

aggressive effect. Stuxnet is a good illustration of a conventional APT in practise. 

 
 For the most part contemporary networked control systems use an IT/OT approach. So as a result, they are 

not only vulnerable to the conventional connatural flaws, but they also face new threats from evolving IT 

technology. There has been a great deal of study and discussion on classic connatural vulnerabilities in academia 

and business [1, 21]. According to NIST SP 800-82 [1], networked control systems have three main areas of 

vulnerabilities: Vulnerabilities in operating systems, databases, industrial application software, and field control 

devices affect industrial platforms. As a result of these flaws, industrial equipment might become a prime target for 

hackers. two) security flaws in industrial networks, such as communication protocol flaws in the industrial network. 

Furthermore, competent attackers may use these vulnerabilities to perform remote attacks. security policy and 

procedural flaws, such as a lack of attention to access control rules, unneeded system updates, and unnecessary 

security patch settings. This vulnerability may also lead to a lack of industrial security management, allowing for 

opportunistic attackers to exploit the weakness. There are three main kinds of vulnerabilities in networked control 

systems that have a direct impact on the development and building of the future Industrial Internet. 

 Based on the research in [1, 25], we've compiled a list of the most recent networked control system 

vulnerabilities in Table 3. Our classification of security policy and process vulnerabilities is different because we 

believe that the configuration belongs to a human-based management pattern that requires the guidance of applicable 

security rules to be properly implemented. To achieve fully automated production, industrial Internet will make use 

of a wide range of new technologies, as opposed to the networked control systems already in use. As a result, the 

Industrial Internet may provide new issues for industrial cyber security. The following are some quick ways to sum 

up the new challenges: Challenges in security at the end of the note An unprecedented convergence of IT and OT is 

emphasised in the Industrial Internet, and this condition might shift the conventional CAN Bus connection of 

industrial field equipment to direct IT connection to public information systems. As a result, industrial field 

equipment are more susceptible to malicious attacks since their security flaws might be immediately exposed to the 

Internet. Changes in network security: The conventional fixed network structure may be transformed into a service-

oriented reconfigurable network architecture using the Industrial Internet's ability to dynamically configure diverse 

network services. Traditional networked control systems' passive, static security functions and tactics may no longer 

be appropriate or sustainable in the service-oriented reconfigurable network. Industrial Internet's interconnectedness 

and intercommunication may present more entry points and channels for APTs than the semi-closed network 
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topology it replaces. As a result, the network monitoring and administration might be severely disrupted. It is our 

primary goal to make the attack example of harmful code infection in Figure 2 simpler to grasp and analyse based 

on the analysis of the previous two subsections. 

 

 
IV. CURRENT SECURITY MECHANISMS IN NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS 

 
 Networked control systems have a higher availability than standalone ones, allowing for real-time 

monitoring and control of production processes. As a class of supplementary services, security mechanisms protect 

against intended or misused damages, and the deployment of various security mechanisms may have a greater or 

lesser impact on the system's availability. As a result, networked control systems have a boundary condition where 

the availability of information does not conflict with the secrecy of information. A common goal of these boundary 

conditions is to assure appropriate security while maintaining required industrial availability, which is challenging to 
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measure given the wide range of industrial uses. To ensure stability and dependability, existing security measures 

may take into account the unique features of networked control systems (such as their system architecture, industrial 

communication protocols, computer resources, etc.) . 

 A common security measure in today's networks of control systems is access control, also known as 

communication control, and it is often used in industrial firewall and NetGap [25]. By filtering hostile attack flows, 

this security mechanism, based on NIST's defense-in-depth technique, may improve relative isolation by thoroughly 

parsing industrial communication packets according to the unique protocol format. Access control also successfully 

adds DPI technology (Deep Packet Inspection) and matches the parsed material with the preset white-listing 

regulations. An industrial control network's security may be protected in this manner, preventing the transmission of 

inappropriate control instructions in industrial communication packets. A multitude of industrial protocols, such as 

Modbus/TCP, OPC Classic, and DNP3, are often used, and performance evaluations generally concentrate on 

throughput, latency, loss rate of packets and number of concurrent connections . The key benefit of this technique is 

that it is a simple and effective approach for preventing cyber assaults that violate white-listing regulations or 

industrial communication protocols. But there are still a few issues that need to be addressed: For example, present 

white-listing rules don't give adequate granularity; 2) the establishment of default white-listing rules is done 

artificially, which may lead to major mishaps; 3) as a matured security middleware, it may disrupt the real-time 

operations of ICSs in some way. Some academics have previously proposed rule self-learning algorithms for 

industrial firewalls [22, 23], but their usefulness in real-world industrial control networks has to be further studied if 

they are used. Industrial cyber assaults may be detected using intrusion detection systems [21–23] since they can 

hardly restrict the accessible and real-time features of industrial communication owing to their bypass (or three party 

monitoring) technology [24]. Intrusion detection in networked control systems is further broken down into two 

categories: abuse and anomaly detecting. Aside from using the exploited attack signatures or methods to identify 

known assaults, abuse detection employs a fine detection accuracy and a long-term track record of success [24, 25]. 

However, in order to look for their attack traces, it has to employ previous knowledge of known assaults. Comparing 

observed industrial data with previously trained industrial communication models, anomaly detection does not 

employ any abnormal network properties at all [16]. In spite of the need to enhance and perfect this mechanism's 

detection accuracy, it is worth noting that this mechanism has a well-behaved capacity to recognise new or unknown 

assaults, which are often occurrences that cause major mishaps in today's networked control systems. [14] and [17] 

claim that anomaly detection in networked control systems may be divided into statistical, knowledge-based, and 

machine learning-based techniques. An strategy often used in the statistical scenarios [18, 19] is to learn the 

industrial communication traffic profile, which has the major benefit of being able to recognise anomalous 

behaviours that do not correspond with the normalised communication traffic pattern. However, these methods have 

several clear drawbacks: Traffic profiles should constantly adjust to reflect changes in industrial communication, but 

this is very difficult to do; industrial communication features cannot be properly described by a statistical 

distribution alone. The fine robustness and flexibility become its key advantage in the knowledge-based applications 

[10, 11], where an expert system or a specification-based model is constructed to detect typical industrial 

communication behaviours. The following are the primary limitations of these techniques, notwithstanding the fact 

that they may effectively separate legitimate economic activity from cyberattacks: There are two reasons for this: 1) 

the detection accuracy and efficiency are fully reliant on high quality expert knowledge; 2) the training system or 

model requires a huge quantity of previous information, and it is difficult to assess the associated variation There are 

a variety of machine learning-based algorithms that may be used to train an explicit or implicit model to distinguish 

between distinct communication behaviours, such as clustering, neural network, genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic, and 

support vector method. The use of artificial intelligence in these techniques may also need an increasing focus on 

industrial communication exchanges and the automated learning of behaviour patterns. As promising as the 

aforementioned techniques are for the future of anomaly detection, there are a few technical issues to be resolved: 1) 

it is critical to reduce the false positive or false negative rate for the unknown protocol specification and message 

format; 2) some critical processes (such as feature extraction and detection engine optimization) have their own 

insufficiencies and flaws, and the corresponding researches should be extended in breadth and depth; 3) single 

approach or simple combination cannot satisfy the demand for accurate APT detection, because APTs frequently 

exploit zero-da. The provenance-based detection strategy is one of the most promising state-of-the-art approaches to 

monitor stealthy incursions in order to efficiently identify APTs. It is also possible to utilise this technique in 

industrial intrusion detection since it provides a wealth of contextual and historical information for analysing 

industrial abnormalities without predetermined attack signatures [18, 19]. Current networked control systems 

are vulnerable to a wide range of cyber assaults, in part because they are unable to close many sorts of security flaws 
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that exist. Security testbeds [10–13], honeypots [15, 14], and vulnerability exploits [15–18] are the three most 

effective security procedures for discovering these flaws in networked control systems. It's possible to use industry-

oriented software and hardware to execute certain incomplete technical operations in a simulated control system for 

security testbeds or honeypots, then examine the system's vulnerabilities by conducting a range of cyberattacks. An 

important benefit of these systems is their ability to record and trace each stage of an assault as it proceeds through 

the testbeds or honeypots. The penetration testing also does correlation and impact analysis on multistep assaults, in 

addition to immediately finding security holes in industrial software or hardware. Networked control systems' 

security statuses cannot be accurately represented by these procedures, and the simulated systems' authenticity must 

also be verified. One of the most important objectives of vulnerability exploitation is to find and exploit the flaws in 

industrial protocols and embedded devices. These are known vulnerability canning and unknown vulnerability 

mining, both of which have shown to be quite successful. There are well-known vulnerability scanning approaches 

that use proprietary vulnerability databases like CVE, NVD, and OSVDB to produce test cases for scanning targets 

and identifying unpatched issues. These approaches have shown to be very effective while also being simple to 

deploy. A major drawback of this strategy is that it does not work well for attacks that have not yet been publicised 

or exploited. Instead of only highlighting known problems, the unknown vulnerability mining strategy, which is 

considered as an autonomous robustness testing tool, may also attack certain zero-day issues. A fine success 

percentage in fuzzy testing is quite difficult to accomplish since it takes a lot of time to produce all the fuzzy test 

cases and traverse them. Research on zero-day exploits prior to attackers, on the other hand, is considerably more 

important in real-world scenarios. Furthermore, owing to the need of continuing industrial processes, these two 

methodologies are only accessible for offline testing. 

Networked control systems need not only real-time intrusion detection when cyber attacks occur, but also good 

security trend prediction before cyber assaults occur in order to maintain complete security and stability. To reliably 

forecast the security state of networked control systems, situational awareness may be a useful security strategy [19, 

10]. Researchers are still in the early stages of exploring situational awareness in networked control systems; on the 

one hand, some researchers have already proposed some specific requirements for achieving situational awareness in 

networked control systems; on the other hand, some researchers have already begun the corresponding technical 

exploration to strengthen adaptive security and management [13, 14]. Because of this, it is still necessary to enhance 

the targeted designs and specific needs in order to meet the stated goals. Researchers face a difficult task in 

improving situational awareness in networked control systems because of the specific system structure and 

communication characteristics; 3) the characteristics of interconnection and interoperation in the Industrial Internet 

will cause a new hard nut to situationalawareness, be it in the form of a networked control system or an industrial 

network. A networked control system security measure rather than a security technology is risk assessment in 

networked control systems. When risk assessment is completed, engineers and managers will have a better 

understanding of their organization's security vulnerabilities and how to address them in order to reduce the 

likelihood of unanticipated occurrences [21, 11–15]. The fundamental method of risk assessment includes four 

procedures: startup, field implementation, risk analysis, and proposal review. According to the final ideas, the 

engineers or managers may make certain professional enhancements to increase overall system security, as 

recommended. High-level attack tree and Markov decision, fuzzy probability Bayesian network, and multimodel-

based incident prediction are some of the most used risk assessment approaches in today's ICSs. An essential first 

step in ensuring the safety of distributed control systems is to conduct a risk assessment. Risk assessment for 

networked control systems is still in its infancy, according to the research in [17], and some common causes for this 

include: Cyber attacks are often mistaken for mishaps, so risk assessment needs to improve its ability to distinguish 

between the two; 2) redundant human factors may affect stability and accuracy; 3) the reliability of probabilistic data 

in the risk assessment methods needs further improvement and strengthening; 4) comprehensive tools for all risk 

assessment procedures need to be supported. Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a necessary component of the 

Internet of Things (IoT) as it develops under Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). Furthermore, 

it is increasingly targeted by known or new cyber threats. IIoT uses a wireless sensor network as its primary network 

topology, which is more susceptible to cyberattacks than a wired network. A number of security measures have been 

suggested by academics in order to protect against a variety of threats. DoS attacks are dealt with in [12], which 

presents a secure framework for dealing with them, and this framework uses distributed optimal scheduling to 

provide a resilient approach in the fog supporting IIoT environment; time synchronisation attacks are dealt with in 

[10], which designs an enhanced secure time synchronisation protocol for IEEE 802.15.4e-based industrial internet 

of things; sinkhole and Sybil attacks are dealt with in [16]. Another emphasis in [11] is on prospective assaults on 

the IIoT layered architecture and provides an extensive review of potential security concerns as well as protective 
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methods. [10] As a result, many current security measures are still in the experimental or theoretical research stage, 

and additional investigation into their actual applicability and efficacy is needed. 

V. POPULAR SECURITY VIEWPOINTS TO PROTECT INDUSTRIAL INTERNET  

 Security views that may be created and deployed to secure present networked control systems or the future 

Industrial Internet are outlined in this area of our website Industrial network topologies and service characteristics 

may be taken into consideration, as can the rapidly developing industrial information technology, in particular from 

these perspectives. The operating systems and software of most active industrial programmable devices (such as 

PLCs and DCS controllers) are not intended to prevent cyber security threats, and hackers may always exploit these 

weaknesses. Industrial firewalls are an example of an extra security solution that can't always meet the demands of 

high availability and dependability, as previously noted. Trusted computing may help industrial programmable 

devices defend themselves if implemented as a reasonable security strategy [12, 13]. On industrial programmable 

devices, the trusted computer module installed in the motherboard must inevitably take up storage and processing 

resources, and the availability of these resources may be constrained. Using FPGA storage and processing 

capability, the trusted co-processor may be created to merge the trusted computing module with FPGA, thereby 

resolving the issue. Industrial programmable devices may be programmed using a trustworthy co-processing unit 

shown in Figure 3. For example, a trustworthy coprocessor may validate the integrity of BootLoaders, OS images, 

and control engine codes during the system boot phase. For additional security capabilities such as access 

authentication, encrypted communication, and digital signatures, the trusted co-processing unit may be used 

throughout the system operating phase. Conclusion: a method that may be used to increase the inherent security of 

industrially programable devices is trusted computing. 

 
 In contrast to typical industrial control networks, the Industrial Internet includes distinctive features such as 

customised services and collaborative organisation patterns, which may dynamically adapt its network structure with 

various services. As a result, classic static defensive techniques may no longer be relevant in today's networked 

control systems. The control plane and data plane of a network may be separated using SDN (Software-Defined 

Networking) technology [14]. The software-defined security mechanism may now provide a dynamic security 

configuration based on the needs of various services. There are a wide variety of security defensive capabilities that 

may be gathered into controller software appliances, which can then be distributed into switches based on unique 

network resources and differing security needs. Switches may execute a variety of network security defences 

utilising the downloaded software after the first deep packet parsing step. In order to assure network security and 

stability from the network level, this security mechanism uses centralised management and dynamic configuration to 

optimise the whole industrial network in accordance with security standards. Using SDN architecture, security 

defences may be dynamically configured (see Figure 4). Similar studies or tentative introductions have been made 

public by both academia and business [11, 15–18]. It is hoped that edge computing will be used in future networked 

control systems, and it is interchangeable with fog computing [22]. Network switches and gateways at the perimeter 

of the local area network (LAN) may be seen as "edge computing" devices to conduct extra computing operations, 
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which is another important feature of the technology. When used as a connection between cloud and IoT services, 

edge computing may not only process service requests from end users but can also do computations in the clouds.. 

The edge security service is a typical and essential example of the numerous services and advantages that may be 

given by edge computing based on this unique position. With edge computing, a wide range of security options are 

available, including application and device protection. Fig. 5 illustrates this. For example, a switch at the edge of the 

LAN may undertake an authentication procedure to verify the identification of IoT devices, ensuring their 

legitimacy. These researchers have made some significant contributions to the field of edge security, which is a 

novel mechanism that has the potential to improve industrial cyber security. [23–25]. Big data analysis is a potent 

tool for improving data processing efficiency and saving software and hardware resources as a result of the growth 

of the Industrial Internet [17, 18]. Furthermore, big data analysis may be used in industrial control and information 

processing as well as in particular applications that contribute to industrial cyber security [8]. Digital forensics on 

industrial control systems might benefit from big data computing, for example [19]. Using big data analysis to 

correlate different industrial logs, data, and traffic is yet another exemplary example of situational awareness in a 

smart grid [10]. Figure 6 depicts this architecture. In addition, this mechanism can detect and link various industrial 

behaviours and utilise big data analysis to monitor and display dynamic security statuses of networked control 

systems using real-time extraction of system logs and security logs. While it comes to industrial big data, however, 

researchers need to be aware of the potential cyber security threats [11, 12] when designing any new security 

measures based on big data analysis. 
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 The dependability of networked control systems is greatly influenced by both security and safety, and both 

should be examined and improved jointly. Because cyber assaults may create safety difficulties, security and safety 

are intertwined. Security and safety, on the other hand, may clash since they are two distinct sectors with distinct 

goals. Some researchers have already begun integrating security and safety into networked control systems in 

attempt to overcome these conflicts. Using a risk-based approach to job scheduling, [13, 14] demonstrates how to 

combine security and safety tasks while also achieving real-time risk management. Functional safety and cyber 

security are discussed in [13, 15] in considerable technical detail. Joint modelling of safety and security for SCADA 

systems is proposed in [13, 16]. This provides a framework for risk analysis of industrial information and control 

systems. It is proposed that safety and security restrictions may be derived in an integrated manner by using the 

safety scenarios in [17]. Integrity checking is one of the most common technologies that can be used to integrate 

security and safety; secondly, the conflict between the two should be properly addressed by using additional 

mechanisms such as real-time scheduling or strategy trade-off; and thirdly, we should establish the complementary 

and feedback mechanism, for example, by using real-time scheduling or strategy trade-off. 
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 Recent years have seen a surge in interest in the blockchain, which initially permits secure online 

transactions, becoming a prominent issue in study. Blockchain is also a decentralised and distributed digital ledger 

that is used to record transactions, and it enables participants to verify and audit transactions at a minimal cost. As a 

result of its decentralised nature, blockchain reduces the security issues associated with centralised data storage, as it 

has no centralised locations that hackers may exploit. The usage of encryption and digital signatures is also used in 

several blockchain security measures. A novel assumption is that blockchain may have another successful use in 

industrial operations [14], particularly when industrial data collecting demands high confidence in IIoT networks. 

This assumption is based on the previously mentioned properties of blockchain. To offer a quick overview of the 

many types of security measures now in use, as well as common security opinions, we've included some 

comparisons of standard security services in Table 4. The vertical comparison outlines the features of each industrial 

security service and evaluates the most significant shortfall that merits serious investigation. Different from the 

vertical comparison, the horizontal comparison looks at numerous distinct security service techniques and compares 

their excellence and shortcoming. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 Our primary goal in writing this study is to give security recommendations for academics and industry alike 

on industrial cyber security and how it has evolved as a result of the features of networked control systems. To be 

more explicit, we first define existing networked control systems' cyber risks and assess their inherent weaknesses as 

well as certain new issues brought on by the Industrial Internet. After that, we'll go through some of the security 

measures that have been effectively implemented in today's networked control systems and present a number of 

popular security approaches that take use of rapidly developing industrial data technologies. It may be inferred that 

our major method path differs from previous research [4, 11–14]. For example, by examining recent industrial cyber 

threats, we describe conventional inherent weaknesses in present networked control systems and suggest some new 

security issues for the future Industrial Internet. As a result of the current vulnerabilities, we describe various 

standard ICS security techniques and assess the possible issues with each security mechanism from our own 

perspective. Our illustrations illustrate the basic design concepts of common security views, and we evaluate their 

superiority and shortcoming by illustrating different fragmented investigations. We also portray various emerging 

technologies. We can summarise these contributions in three ways: 1) New security challenges caused by emerging 

features of the industrial internet and Industrial Internet; 2) Comparative shortage analysis of each applied security 

mechanism; and 3) Developable security viewpoints combined with emerging industrial information technologies. 
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We hope that our study can help improve industrial cyber security development as a result of this paper's 

contributions. 
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